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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL “RFP” NO.  PS20151261 
VEHICLE RENTALS AND LEASES 

 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS NO. 1 

 
ISSUED ON JANUARY 25, 2017 
 

Q1 In Section 1.3 – Analytics, the average combined daily of count of vehicle 
rentals and leases is approximately 60. How many of those 60 are rentals and 
leases? 

A1  
At present 75% of vehicles are leased and 25% are rented, however, this can 
change significantly depending on business requirements – the average over the 
last 4 years has been 60% leases and 40% rentals. 
 

Q2 Regarding lease delivery time as noted in the Appendix 3 leasing spreadsheets 
on all tabs and copied below.  Is it possible to increase the lead time from 5 
days to 10 days?  
 

A2 The City has selected Lead Time requirements in order to create fair, transparent 
and consistent baseline for Proponents to respond to for comparison purposes.  To 
this end, the Lead Time will be changed to 10 days, an Amendment will be issued. 
 

Q3 Regarding liability insurance requirements as noted in sections 8.3 (a).  In a 
previous RFI the City of Vancouver was only asking for $2 million in commercial 
general liability insurance but is now asking for $5 million.  Why the significant 
change? 
 

A3 Commercial General Liability Insurance will be changed to $2 million, an 
Amendment will be issued. 
 

Q4 Regarding rental pricing “additional costs” as noted in Appendix 3 rental 
pricing tab and copied below.  Does additional cost refer only to non-tax items 
such as a delivery charge?  If so is the Total Daily rate then to be calculated 
before GST, PST and PVRT are added to the final total?  For example if we 
price a vehicle at $40.00/day and have no Additional Cost items should the 
Total Daily Rate entered on the spreadsheet be $40.00 even though GST, PST 
and PVRT as standard tax items will be added on top of the $40.00? 
 

A4 Yes, “additional costs” refers only to non-tax items.  Yes, Total Daily Rate is to 
be calculated before any applicable taxes.  Yes, your example is accurate; Total 
Daily Rate is the rate before any applicable taxes. 
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Q5 Quote for a 36-month lease on a 2017 Ford F150 - Super Crew Cab with an 8ft 
box and a 6.2L V8 engine. This particular spec combination does not exist and 
cannot be factory ordered directly from Ford.  Could you please confirm if you 
require a 5.5ft box or a 6.5ft box? The engine options for this vehicle are 2.7L 
Eco Boost (5.5ftbox), 3.5L Eco Boost (6.5ft box), or a 5.0L engine. Or perhaps 
this was meant to be a F250 - Crew Cab with an 8ft box with the 6.2L gas 
engine? 
 

A5 This was meant to be a F250 - Crew Cab with an 8ft box with the 6.2L gas, an 
amendment will be issued. 
 

Q6 Quote for a 12 month lease on a 2017 Ford Transit Connect - with an all-wheel 
drive terrain and a 3.5L Eco Boost engine. Unfortunately, the Ford Transit 
Connect is not available in an all-wheel drive terrain. The Eco Boost engine is 
also not available on the Ford Transit Connect and only a 2.5L engine is 
available 
 

A6 This was meant to be a 2017 Ford Transit 150 with rear wheel drive and a 3.5L 
Eco Boost engine. 
 

Q7 Is it possible to reconsider factory order the vehicles for the City?  
 

A7 The City has selected Lead Time requirements in order to create fair, transparent 
and consistent baseline for Proponents to respond to for comparison purposes.  To 
this end, the Lead Time will be changed to 10 days, but in order to keep 
comparisons fair, transparent and consistent Factory Orders will not be 
considered. 
 

Q8 The availability for the 4th lease quote (2017 F350 Regular Cab with 6.7L 
Diesel) is very limited if it’s not a factory order. This is also applicable to the 
Hyundai Genesis; it’s a new vehicle and the ETA and availability is not 
confirmed. 
 

A8 Provide the best information you can based on market availability and the 
information you have available to you. 
 

Q9 The third lease quotes (2017 F150 XL with 6.2L V8): Ford doesn’t offer the 
6.2L V8 anymore; would you want to switch to the 5.0L V8 XLT? 
 

A9 This was meant to be a F250 - Crew Cab with an 8ft box with the 6.2L gas, an 
Amendment will be issued. 
 

Q10 Bank of Canada Prime Lending Rate of 2.7%: Is this the rate that the City is 
expecting on all leases? Or is this a point of reference? 
 

A10 For the purposes of the RFP evaluation - all vendors are to complete the lease 
cost exercise utilizing the stated Bank of Canada Prime Lending Rate of 2.7% 
(based on November 2, 2016). The selected vendor will be required to base all 
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future pricing at the Bank of Canada Prime Lending Rate based on the date of 
transaction.  
 
 

Q11 There are “Fleet Management” and “Project Management” fee boxes for the 
proponents to complete, could you provide more information on what’s 
required from in terms of Fleet and Project Management? 
 

A11 These fee boxes are provided for those Proponents that will charge additional 
fees in addition to the actual lease cost per vehicle.  The City is looking for full 
disclosure on any additional fees associated with leases. If you do have any 
additional fees please add in the Fleet Management and/or Project Management 
fees cells. 
 

Q12 Is it ok to just quote either rental or lease? 
 

A12 Please do your best to quote on both rental and lease if you are interested in 
both aspects of the business, if you are only interested in one aspect of the 
business please pride pricing for that specific aspect of the business. 
 

Q13 There is no unit quantity specified for each of the lease request, is it one 
vehicle per quote or there may be multiple vehicles per quote 
 

A13 Provide pricing for one vehicle per quote. 

 


